Figure S8

**A** Immunoblot analysis showing RUNX1 and ACTB expression in WT, P1-MRIPV/+, and P1-MRIPV/MRIPV conditions.

**B** Flow cytometry analysis of E14.5 FL cells, comparing WT, P1-MRIPV/+, and P1-MRIPV/MRIPV conditions for CD71 and TER119 expression.

**C** Bar graph showing the percentage of total live E14.5 FL cells for different cell populations (CD71low Ter119low S0, CD71high Ter119low S2, and CD71high Ter119high S3).

**D** Bar graph showing the percentage of total live E14.5 FL cells for different cell populations (CD71high Ter119low S2).

**E** Bar graph showing the percentage of total live E14.5 FL cells for different cell populations (CD71low Ter119high S4).

**F** Flow cytometry analysis of day 7 cultured FL cells, comparing WT, P1-MRIPV/+, and P1-MRIPV/MRIPV conditions for CD41 and CD42d expression.

**G** Bar graph showing the percentage of CD41 high cells as a percentage of day 7 cultured FL cells for different conditions (WT, P1-MRIPV/+, P1-MRIPV/MRIPV).